Specialist field
Primary care medicine (including paediatrics and general internal medicine)

Research criteria
Scientific research conducted in Switzerland or by Swiss scientists abroad, which makes both a relevant and important contribution to the field of primary care medicine. Entries will be judged on three criteria:
- originality
- methodology
- significance.

Prize money
CHF 25 000
The prize money may be awarded to one or several winners. The decision of the jury shall be final and without appeal. Furthermore, the jury shall not provide reasons for its choice.

Entrants
Researchers domiciled in Switzerland or Swiss researchers domiciled abroad, who have completed a major piece of scientific research on primary care medicine in the past three years.

Entry deadline
15 December 2019

Award ceremony
To be held as part of the KHM continuing education conferences: 25 June 2020 in Lausanne; 18-19 June 2020 in Lucerne.

Award committee
Independent jury appointed by the KHM board of trustees

Entry conditions
Entries must be submitted in English by electronic means and contain the following:
- a curriculum vitae of the main author
- the research paper
Works which have been previously submitted will not be accepted.

Contact
College of Primary Care Medicine KHM
Rue de l’Hôpital 15
Case postale 1552
1701 Fribourg
khm@hin.ch
www.kollegium.ch